The Institute for Analytical Sociology (IAS) is happy to present the programme of our upcoming Seminar Series for the fall term 2021. The Analytical Sociology Seminars and the International Roundtable on Computational Social Science are held bi-weekly with presentations of leading international scholars. The seminars are open to all. All seminars will be held on Zoom. Please contact madelene.topfer@liu.se for the Zoom link.

**ANALYTICAL SOCIOLOGY SEMINARS**

September 23, 14.30–16.00  
Marjan Cugmas, University of Ljubljana  
*Structure and stability of scientific collaboration*

October 7, 14.30–16.00  
Linda Zhao, Cornell University  
*From superdiversity to consolidation: Implications of structural intersectionality for interethnic friendships*

October 21, 14.30–16.00  
Kim Peters, University of Exeter  
*TBA*

November 18, 14.30–16.00  
Karl-Dieter Opp, Leipzig University / University of Washington  
*Structural balance, social networks, and the diffusion of innovations. Can balance theory explain the protestant reformation?*

December 02, 14.30–16.00  
Daniel Redhead, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology  
*TBA*

**INTERNATIONAL ROUNDTABLE ON COMPUTATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE**

September 30, 14.30–16.00  
Mickael Buffart, Stockhom University / IAS  
*What is our strategy, really? Attentional dynamics in the emergence of strategic concepts*

October 14, 16.00–17.30  
Aaron Clauset, University of Colorado Boulder  
*TBA*

October 28, 14.30–16.00  
András Vörös, University of Manchester  
*The role of social networks in the adoption of Malaria preventive measures in rural India*

November 11, 14.30–16.00  
Elsa Arcaute, University College London (UCL)  
*TBA*

November 25, 16.00–17.30  
Douglas Guilbeault, University of California, Berkeley  
*Category formation in social networks*

December 09, 14.30–16.00  
Roberta Sinatra, IT University of Copenhagen  
*Quantifying the biases of scientific impact*